Logistics in a Box

™

The Turnkey Way To

Expand Your

Logistics Capabilities

What is Logistics in a Box™?
Logistics in a Box ™ gives your company a complete logistics and traffic
department, with a state-of-the-art transportation management system and
a full array of highly respected transportation service providers for you to
choose from. If your firm has many dispersed operations and/or needs to
quickly expand its logistics capabilities, Logistics in a Box ™ is for you. This
turnkey logistics department can be implemented immediately and in multiple locations. It gives your company a virtual traffic management system and
puts a complete selection of LTL, truckload, small package and air carriers
at your fingertips — as close to you as your web-browser.

What are the Benefits?
Logistics in a Box ™ spares you all of the time and research involved with
negotiating rates and selecting carriers, and saves you all of the
capital investment involved in setting up or expanding your own logistics
operations. It requires no installation on your computers and provides simple access via the Internet.
Logistics in a Box ™ gives you a soup-to-nuts menu of traffic management
capabilities. With it, you can plan, schedule, dispatch, and track the movement of your outbound and inbound shipments on a variety of pre-contracted carriers. It lets you process freight bills, administer claims and generate
informative management reports. The system also comes with a complete
set of shipping documents, including bills of lading, loading manifests, small
package shipping labels and advanced shipment notifications (ASN).

How Does It Work?
All you need is a PC with a high-speed Internet connection and a printer.
No complex communication setup is required.
Using your Internet browser, you simply plug in your shipment's destination zip code, weight and freight class. The system recommends two or three
different reputable carriers and lists their transit times and charges for the
shipment. Shipment information can either be manually entered or uploaded
directly from your own order entry or warehouse management system. This

can be done through your desktop or via FTP in your preferred format —
including Excel, ASCII, XML or DBF.
Once you've selected your carrier, Logistics in a Box ™ lets you electronically book your shipment with them and print the necessary shipping
documentation. The system allows you to generate shipping reports, so
you can track the status of all of your shipments, on-line and in real-time.
Logistics in a Box ™ also provides on-line, back-end reporting, for billing,
claims and a number of other management needs.

How Do I Get Started?
For more information on

Logistics in a Box™
visit our web-site at

www.logisticsinabox.com
If you're ready to get started, contact

541-330-0222
or

sales@logisticsinabox.com
Need here?

Get world-class capabilities in a turnkey package.
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